
High -capacity multidisc CD changers.

50+1 -disc CD changer with personal file memory
Optimus Professional Series CD -8300. Play any of up to 50 CDs at the touch of a button. Or, program your
favorites into the personal file memory for direct access of hours of uninterrupted hits! With the extra CD slot,
you can also pop in an additional CD to play anytime. Program up to 24 tracks in any order for your own per-
sonal concert or let Random Play do the choosing for you. Repeat play on single tracks, discs or any programmed
sequence. CD/Deck Synchro makes easy work of cassette dubbing. One Bit D/A Converter. Optical digital output.
Remote requires 2 "AA" batteries. 169/,6xThx141/8': Was $299.99 in '97 catalog. (TSP)
42-5063 New Low Price! 279.99

25 -disc CD changer with personal file memory
Optimus Professional Series CD -8200. Get instant access to 25 of your favorite CDs from a multidisc
changer that's about the same price as a standard 5- or 6 -disc changer. With Custom File Programming, any
category or disc may be selected for playback with the easy -to -use remote. You get Random and Repeat play
plus 24 -step programming to arrange CD tracks to play in any order. One Bit D/A Converter. Optical digal
output. Remote requires 2 "AA" batteries. 169/16x 71hx 12Th" Was $249.99 in '97 catalog. (TSP)
42-5062 New Low Price! 229.99

Ultimate
CD Changer
Convenience
New high -capacity multidisc CD changers

by Optimus can put hundreds of music

selections at your fingertips. Each changer

can hold a complete library of CDs, and each

features an innovative personal file memory

which enables you to assign individual discs

to a separate category for custom playback.

In addition, they're both remote controllable

by our Optimus Professional Series receivers.

The CD -8300 changer features a single vertical disc slot
for single disc play in addition to the 50 discs already
stored in the unit. Bidirectional Radial Transport pro-
vides quick access by rotating loaded CDs in either
direction at the touch of a button.

QUESTION:

What is personal file memory?

Q&A
ANSWER:

Personal file memory lets you assign any of
the loaded CDs into a custom CD group.

Imagine the convenience of being able to play
all your favorite jazz or rock CDs at the touch
of a button-without having to search
through your CD library or reprogramming the
player's memory each time you listen.

Both CD changers shown on this page have
this convenient feature. Visit your local
RadioShack for a demonstration today!
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CD -8100 42-5061 5 -Disc
Carousel

27 -key 32 / / / Disc -change during play 149.99

CD -8150 42-5071
5 -Disc
Carousel

30 -key 32 ., i ,/ / Disc -change during play, calendar display 179.99

CD -7250 42-50.44
6 -Disc
Magazine

20 -key 32 / / ,/ ,/ i / Remote controllable by Pro -Series receivers 179.99

CD -8200 42-5062
25-Disc
File-Type28-key 24 ,/ / ,/ ,/ i i / ,/ Remote controllable by Pro -Series receivers 229.99

CD -8300 42-5063
50+1 -DiscFile-Typecontrollable28-keySingle-disc24 / / , / /,ries/ i i ,/ slot, headphone jack, remote

by Pro-Se receivers
279.99
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